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A key focus has been placed on capturing the perspectives of 
the private sector, including investors, operators and  project 
developers, as a vital contribution to these discussions. 
Unsurprisingly, the starting point of the discussions is the 
lessons learned from existing market mechanisms under 
the Kyoto Protocol and a set of criteria for assessing future 
directions in market mechanisms considering strong private 
sector engagement. 

Many issues are still to be resolved and all will require decisions 
at the international level, but also commitments at the national 
level. The refinement of mechanisms will be needed over time 
but the most critical issue is to build a solid basis that can turn 
the awareness of the private sector to climate change and 
signal long-term directions on market mechanisms. 

The recommendations - summarised in the next page - are 
based on a set of categories, including mechanisms’ design, 
governance, accounting, integrity at the mechanisms level, 
overall mitigation and sustainable development. Mechanisms’ 
design will be addressed directly by the UNFCCC, but will 
also be a matter for individual countries to consider when 
implementing cooperative approaches under Article 6.2. The 
remaining categories are to be developed and negotiated in 
the form of guidance to be adopted under the UNFCCC.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 2015 Paris Agreement set out a collective goal for 
international climate change action - to hold the increase in 
global average temperature below 2°C beyond pre-industrial 
levels and pursue efforts to limit it to 1.5°C. All countries are to 
embark on ambitious climate action and achieve the emission 
reduction targets set out in their NDCs. Article 6 of the Paris 
Agreement provides an opportunity for countries to cooperate 
in the implementation of their climate change mitigation and 
adaptation plans through market-based approaches and 
reflect this cooperation in their NDCs. 

In 2016, the Marrakech Action Proclamation from COP22 
was widely seen as a reaffirmation of the global commitment 
taken during COP21 in Paris, and an important step towards 
the implementation of the Paris Agreement. Negotiators, 
governments and the private sector were urged to find 
common ground for voluntary cooperation, with many 
viewing 2017 as the year for developing concrete actions for 
achieving this.

The purpose of this paper is to advance the discussions of 
the operationalisation of this cooperation under Article 6 of 
the Paris Agreement. It provides a set of recommendations 
regarding principles that governments may wish to take into 
account in the development and implementation of future 
market-based mechanisms to help reduce carbon emissions. 
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Mechanisms’ design

1
Ensure effective carbon prices at levels strong enough to drive long-term investment and technology change along a low-
emissions pathway.

2
Ensure a sufficient degree of standardisation measures for determination of emission reductions (e.g. baseline setting, MRV 
procedures) in order to ensure objectivity and keep transaction costs to a minimum.

3
Ensure short lead times in procedures and systems to keep transaction costs low and foster the attractiveness of Article 6 
mechanisms for the private sector.

4
Consider the migration of eligible CDM/JI activities into the Article 6.4 mechanism or cooperative approaches under Article 6.2 
in order to support a smooth transition from Kyoto Protocol to Paris Agreement mechanisms, thereby retaining the necessary 
trust and capacity to achieve the required level of cooperation (subject to measures to prevent an oversupply of ITMOs).

5 Foster support for pilots that will take place prior to 2020 in order to incentivise early action.

Governance

6
Ensure the membership of the Article 6.4 mechanism’s governing body is comprised of policy and technical experts that are 
independent of any government or country representation.

7
Distinguish roles and responsibilities among the actors in the governance of the Article 6.4 mechanism, with clear and effective 
checks and balances to ensure the integrity of the system.

8
Provide host countries with opportunities to engage in the implementation of the Article 6.4 mechanism to guide and promote 
the selection of activities on its territory in accordance with its sustainable development priorities.

9 Provide capacity building initiatives to support crediting activities in developing countries.

Accounting

10 Express ITMOs in tonnes of CO
2
 equivalent emissions to ensure compatibility and enable a “single currency” global market.

11 Promote the unitisation of allowable emissions and emission reductions by countries wishing to engage in ITMOs.

12
Establish common standards and procedures to ensure the compatibility and connectivity of registries and provide for an 
independent and objective facilitator in the form of a central transaction log.

13 Establish a principle of “seller liability”, such that a country not meeting its NDC may not retract exported ITMOs.

Integrity at the mechanism level

14
Ensure ITMOs exported from outside the scope of an NDC are generated under international oversight not to jeopardise 
environmental integrity of crediting approaches.

15
Ensure equivalent levels of environmental integrity for direct government-to-government transfers as for entity-based trading 
and crediting systems.

Overall mitigation

16
Ensure that any “exchange rates” or “discount rates” regarding mitigation value are based on clear and objective rationale and 
provide for certainty and predictability in the market.

17 Adopt a simple and transparent system for overall mitigation based on discounting.

Sustainable development

18
Include reference to using SDGs for the measurement and reporting of sustainable development impacts of activities supported 
through carbon markets.

19 Agree on universal no-harm safeguards to avoid negative environmental and social impacts.

Framework for non-market approaches

20 Promote non-market policies to complement and support the operation of market mechanisms.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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17
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This paper has been prepared to support governments 
as they discuss the operationalisation of the voluntary 
cooperation under Article 6 of the Paris Agreement and 

negotiate the international level of guidance under the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
that it is to follow. In particular, the paper seeks to provide a 
perspective from the private sector, including project developers, 
investors and operators, as a useful contribution to this debate. 
The culmination of the paper is a set of recommendations 
regarding principles that governments may wish to take into 
account in the Article 6 negotiations and their implementation of 
market mechanisms.

The starting point for this paper lies in lessons learned from real 
experience with the market mechanisms seen to date under the 
Kyoto Protocol and beyond, including the Clean Development 
Mechanism (CDM), Joint Implementation (JI), voluntary carbon 
markets (VCM) and Green Investment Schemes (GIS). The 
challenge now facing governments is to find ways of meaningfully 
going beyond these previous examples, in ways that build on their 
strengths while also addressing areas in which improvements can 
be made.
 
The present paper seeks to add to this policy dialogue as part 
of a wider project being undertaken by the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the Spanish Climate 
Change Office (OECC) at the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 
Food and Environment (MAPAMA)1.

THE PARIS AGREEMENT
 
The Paris Agreement is the first-ever, legally-binding global climate 
deal to apply universally to all countries. Its entry into force on 4 
November 2016 – within a year of its adoption at the twenty-
first session of the Conference of the Parties (COP21) in Paris and 
in record time for an international environmental agreement – is 
testament to the commitment to it of an unprecedented range 
of countries. It sets a collective ambition to hold the increase in 
global average temperature well below 2°C beyond pre-industrial 
levels and pursue efforts to limit it to 1.5°C.

INTRODUCTION

The Agreement embodies a new approach to international climate 
policy by requiring all countries to undertake ambitious efforts 
towards achieving the purpose of the Paris Agreement, while 
allowing them to set their own levels of ambition. This ambition 
is then expressed through emission reduction targets or climate 
actions reflected in their Nationally Determined Contributions 
(NDCs). 

This is a significant evolution in the principles under the UNFCCC 
of equity and common but differentiated responsibilities and 
respective capabilities, with these being seen now also “in light of 
different national circumstances”.
 
Article 6 of the Paris Agreement addresses cooperation in the 
implementation of NDCs that many countries have signaled 
they wish to undertake, often resulting in a transfer of emission 
reductions (ERs) or removals to another  country for its use in 
achieving its NDC. Most proponents of Article 6 were seeking to 
build on the market-based approaches present within the Kyoto 
Protocol, helping to make countries’ climate action more efficient 
and allow in turn for ambition in both mitigation and adaptation 
actions to rise.

THE GLOBAL CHALLENGE 

Limiting global temperature rise to well below 2°C is technically 
achievable. The Deep Decarbonization Pathways Project (DDPP), 
which has examined energy-related emissions in 16 countries, finds 
that all pathways able to achieve a below 2°C temperature goal 
need to build upon three pillars of energy system transformation: 
energy efficiency and conservation; decarbonizing electricity and 
fuels; and switching end uses to low-carbon supplies2. 

In aggregate, these countries would need to see reductions in 
energy-related emissions between 2010 and 2050 amounting to 
46-56% of 2010 emission levels. 

Non-energy-related emissions also need to play key roles, in 
particular from agriculture, forestry and other land uses (AFOLU) 
and industrial process emissions.

1 “Developing and transacting an up-scaled CDM-based carbon credit approach in the southern and eastern Mediterranean (SEMED) region”, as part of the Integrated 

Carbon Programme (ICP) for the Mediterranean region. The main objective of the project is to pilot a scaled-up baseline and crediting mechanism to support renewable 

energy projects through the monetisation of certified greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions.
2 http://deepdecarbonization.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/DDPP_EXESUM.pdf 

Operationalising Article 6 of the Paris Agreement
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An assessment by the Climate Action Tracker (CAT) initiative 
concludes that the unconditional pledges made by governments 
in their NDCs3 to date are not sufficient to limit global warming 
to well below 2°C but are instead likely to lead to an increase 
in global temperatures of between 2.5 and 2.8°C above pre-
industrial levels (see Figure 1)4. 

This substantial gap between the long-term temperature goal 
of the Paris Agreement and current pledges means that an 
increase in ambition over time is essential, with this being 
clear upfront to avoid infrastructure and technology lock in. The 
2018 facilitative dialogue and requirements to revise NDCs every 
five years – with each revision being a progression beyond the 
previous one – set out the process in which this is to occur but 
will require ever-stronger political will.

Significant increases in mitigation are likely to build on the proven 
deployment of climate action. As project development and 
implementation cycles require typically between 1 and 5 years, 
or longer in the case of infrastructure projects, it is urgent for 

3 As of April 2017, 163 NDCs have been submitted (including “intended NDCs” submitted prior to COP21), representing 190 countries and 98.9% of global emissions 

(Source: http://cait.wri.org/indc/).
4 The Climate Action Tracker is an independent scientific analysis produced by three research organisations (Ecofys, Climate Analytics and the New Climate Institute) since 

2009 to track climate action. The data included here is based on NDCs received up to 1 November 2016 and was last accessed on 27 March 2017.
5 IEA 2015.

Figure 1: Effect of current pledges and policies on global temperature

Source: http://climateactiontracker.org/global.html 

governments and the negotiations under the UNFCCC to clarify 
the frameworks and rules within which the necessary investment 
and actions are to flow. Article 6, with its suite of options for 
cooperation among governments and private sector entities, 
including carbon market mechanisms, can help to create the 
necessary policy and regulatory enabling environment to spur 
mitigation action. If incentives can be set well, it may be possible 
for governments to encourage levels of mitigation that exceed 
even current NDCs. 

IMPORTANCE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR 

According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), investments of 
around 16.5 trillion USD are required until 2030 in energy efficiency 
and low-carbon technologies if the increase in the average global 
temperature is to be held below 2°C5. On average, this corresponds 
to more than 1 trillion USD in investment in these technologies 
each year. Figure 2 illustrates the rise in clean energy investment 
that this implies over investment levels that have been seen to date. 
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Figure 2: New investment in clean energy needed to meet 2°C goal

Figure 3: Estimated climate finance levels in 2013, 2014, and 
projected levels in 2020 

Source: RepuTEx, Bloomberg New Energy Finance, International Energy Agency. Global Credit Portal6

Source:  Roadmap to US$100 Billion. Australia and United Kingdom, 20168, 
adjusted by the Consultant

6 www.globalcreditportal.com/ratingsdirect/renderArticle.do?articleId=1563652&SctArtId=364708&from=CM&nsl_code=LIME&sourceObjectId=9482832&sourceRevId=1&

fee_ind=N&exp_date=20260117-17:20:49
7 Roadmap to US$100 Billion. Australia and United Kingdom, 2016
8 http://dfat.gov.au/international-relations/themes/climate-change/Documents/climate-finance-roadmap-to-us100-billion.pdf 
9 As stated in the IEA report, the climate finance roadmap quoted above, as well as in the New Climate Economy report and several other sources.
10 World Bank. State and Trends of Carbon Pricing 2016.

The necessary investment in clean energy far exceeds the annual 
100 billion USD in climate finance committed by developed 
countries to developing countries from 2020 onwards - a sum 
which is intended for both mitigation and adaptation. But also, 
this 100 million USD per year is likely to involve a significant 
level of private finance, perhaps up to around a third of the total 
according to the climate finance roadmap recently published by 
developed countries7 (see Figure 3).

The current levels of public funding committed under the 
Paris Agreement are far from sufficient to reach its objective. 
Achievement of the 2°C target will only be possible if 
significant levels of private finance can be leveraged9. That 
the lion’s share of investment will need to come from the private 
sources reinforces how crucial the private sector is to raising 
ambition over time and achieving the goals of the convention.

The mobilisation of the private sector needs to take place at the 
national level, driven by domestic climate policy that is conducive 
to private sector involvement and investments. In addition, Article 
6 provides an opportunity for the private sector to engage at the 
international level, either through future market mechanisms built 
by countries in the context of Article 6.2 or through the centrally 
governed market mechanism established under Article 6.4. 
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THE ROLE AND CHALLENGES OF ARTICLE 6

Article 6 recognises the intent of a growing number of countries 
to cooperate with other countries in implementing their climate 
action, in particular in the area of carbon pricing and carbon market 
mechanisms. This cooperation has the potential to foster a global 
approach to the global challenge of climate change and become a 
key feature of the Paris Agreement. 

International carbon markets could reduce the cost of delivering the 
mitigation represented in NDCs by around 33% by 2030 and 50% 
by 205010. The market mechanisms underpinning these markets 
represent a powerful policy tool to catalyse entrepreneurship 
and action from the private sector and mobilise flows of finance. 
Hence, there is a key role for market mechanisms in raising levels of 
ambition and achieving the overall objective of the Paris Agreement.

Article 6 sets out several routes through which countries may wish 
to cooperate in implementing their NDCs. Cooperation is to be on 
a fully voluntary basis and can help make countries’ climate action 
more efficient, allowing in turn for ambition in both mitigation and 
adaptation actions to rise. Article 6 sets out different approaches 
to carbon markets and non-market mechanisms under this 
international cooperation:
1. Cooperative approaches under Articles 6.2 and 6.3: 

These provisions recognise that countries are implementing 
collaborative market mechanisms that will lead to 
internationally transferred mitigation outcomes (ITMOs) that 
can be counted towards the achievement of their NDCs. 
They offer a “decentralised” and country-led approach to the 
governance of cooperative approaches, but place safeguards 
at the level of the UNFCCC to ensure the integrity of mitigation 
outcomes when they are transferred internationally and used 
to help achieve NDCs;

2. The UNFCCC-governed crediting mechanism under 
Articles 6.4 to 6.7: This recognises the value of having a 
centralised, international crediting instrument under the 
UNFCCC, with assured quality and fungibility of the emission 
reductions, that may be used by all countries to help achieve 
their NDCs and support their sustainable development.

3. The framework for non-market approaches under 
Articles 6.8 and 6.9: This recognises that the substantial 
portion of climate action does not engage market approaches, 
contributes to the achievement of NDCs, and needs promotion 
and coordination.

Work is now underway through the UNFCCC to develop guidance 
for how this cooperation may function and to ensure that 
appropriate safeguards are in place. While there is much that has 
been learned from the experience with other market mechanisms, 
and much that has been built for them that can be repurposed 
and reused, Article 6 opens the way for evolved priorities and new 
innovations to be used. For example, there is now added attention 
to the climate resilience of new activities under Article 6, as 
mitigation projects are also exposed to climate change impacts11, 

and there is recognition that climate finance may be mobilised from 
a wide variety of sources, instruments and channels (Article 9), 
which can be expected to allow for increased blending of different 
forms of funding to effectively support climate action.

A number of challenges will need to be confronted and overcome 
for the private sector to engage with carbon markets and for 
Article 6 to be successful:
• There is an urgent need to restore the faith of the private 

sector in policy-dependent markets. It will be necessary to 
demonstrably ensure stable, long-term demand and price 
signals, at rates which impact effectively on investment 
patterns and technology evolution;

• It will be important to preserve and use the value that has 
been built through previous mechanisms (especially the 
CDM) in relation to infrastructure and capacity that has been 
established and in relation to mitigation activities that need 
ongoing support;

• There is also a need to innovate and quickly gain experience 
with new design aspects for market mechanisms, such as 
through pilot programmes making use of available public 
funds;

• It will be important to make use of market mechanisms in 
implementing NDCs while also using them as a lever for 
increasing ambition beyond the current levels in NDCs;

• Attention is needed to balance the mix of complementary 
market and non-market policy mechanisms if the overall 
effectiveness of the policy package is to be maximised.

Overall, the urgency of mitigating climate change means also an 
urgency for implementing market mechanisms, as these will give 
crucial price signals to emitters. It takes time to develop and invest 
in new mitigation activities and yet key infrastructure investment 
decisions are being taken every day. The guidance for Article 6 
needs to be agreed through the UNFCCC by the end of 2018, as 
was agreed at COP21, as further regulation will still be needed 
to operationalise the Article 6.4 mechanism and for countries to 
implement cooperative approaches under Article 6.2.
 
Pilot programmes could play an instrumental role through this 
process by trialing new approaches and feeding lessons and 
improvements into both the Article 6.4 mechanism and the 
cooperative approaches of countries. This can contribute to 
developing these mechanisms at a pace commensurate with being 
able to show concrete mitigation impacts by the time of the first 
“global stocktake” of action under the Paris Agreement in 2023 
(Article 14).
 
However, such pace in developing market mechanisms requires 
ambitious programmes from countries that can drive market 
demand and price in a sustained manner, including by extending 
their climate action beyond the current scope and levels of NDC 
ambition. Article 6 provides just such a framework within the Paris 
Agreement for countries to deepen mitigation ambition through 
the use of market mechanisms - cost effectively and at scale.

11 EBRD. Sustainable Energy Initiative, Case Study: Qairokkum Hydropower
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Market mechanisms have significant potential to help 
formulate and achieve ambitious mitigation goals at 
the lowest possible cost. Experience has already been 

gained in the context of both international crediting markets and 
emission trading systems (ETS). It is important to not “reinvent the 
wheel” but instead build upon the value and progress that has 
already been created through existing mechanisms.

Just as importantly, however, it is to assess what aspects of 
existing mechanisms should be maintained and which are in need 
of improvement, as poorly designed market mechanisms can 
result in an inefficient or ineffective allocation of resources and 
undermine the achievement of the long-term temperature goals 
of the Paris Agreement12.

It is also important to consider the sufficiency of demand for 
emission reductions generated under the mechanisms. The 
private sector has shown its willingness and ability to move fast 
in mobilising capital and realising low-cost opportunities to abate 
emissions. However, it requires a stable, long-term price signal to 
give confidence that investment decisions will be rewarded when 
they are well made.
 
This was not the case for carbon markets under the Kyoto Protocol, 
in which changes in economic and political circumstances failed 
to maintain market demand and governments constrained the 
levels of credit supply they would accept after investments had 
been made by the private sector. Future market mechanisms will 
need to better manage the stability of demand and price signals 
if confidence is to be restored and the interest of investors and 
developers is to be renewed.

BUILDING ON THE VALUE 
OF EXISTING MARKET 
MECHANISMS

12 Schneider et al 2016.
13 Extracted from CDM and PoA Pipelines overview: www.cdmpipeline.org
14 UNFCCC 2014.

CLEAN DEVELOPMENT MECHANISM 

As the pioneer of international carbon crediting, the CDM 
broke new ground and did an enormous amount to increase 
the awareness of climate change, prompt emission reducing 
activities worldwide and create a global culture of climate action, 
in particular through mobilising governments in developing 
countries and the private sector. Inevitably, as with all pioneers, 
the CDM led to new ideas on how to improve the mechanism 
and reach needs for mitigation and climate resilience, which the 
CDM itself had not yet touched on. The CDM was a key proof of 
concept behind the calls leading to Article 6 and in particular the 
establishment of the Article 6.4 mechanism.

The CDM has in this sense been very successful. To date, more 
than 8,000 projects and programmes of activities (PoAs) have 
been registered under the CDM in 111 countries and certified 
emission reductions (CERs) representing 1.7 GtCO

2
e13 have been 

issued. These CERs can be used by developed countries towards 
their Kyoto targets, as well as by entities for compliance with 
targets under ETS, where they are accepted.

Estimates vary but the cumulative investment made through the 
CDM – primarily by the private sector – to developing countries 
is considered to be at least 138 billion USD and most likely 
considerably higher14. 

These volumes of emission reductions and mitigation investment 
remain unprecedented and dwarf the scale seen to date from 
government-to-government mitigation approaches such as the 
supported nationally appropriate mitigation actions (NAMAs) 
under the UNFCCC.
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15 Warnecke et al, 2015. 
16 Ibid.
17 UNFCCC 2014.
18 http://www.cdmpipeline.org/ji-projects.htm 

Information collected in 2014 indicates that around three quarters 
(69-85%) of the registered CDM activities had been implemented 
by then, with at least two thirds (64-79%) still in operation15. 
Around one third of activities were planning to renew their 
crediting periods once they expired and roughly one third (30%) 
were considering seeking and shifting support to sources outside 
of the CDM16.

The legacy of the CDM has a number of aspects that should 
be built upon in the operationalisation of Article 6. Firstly, the 
CDM has demonstrated the cost effectiveness of crediting 
approaches in reducing emissions. CER spot prices hovered 
around 12 USD per tonne of CO

2
e between 2009 and 2011 before 

falling considerably as demand from the European Union (EU) ETS 
fell17. Transaction costs have been reduced over time through 
standardisation and simplification efforts, with additional reforms 
(such as the digitisation of project and PoA documentation) 
already identified by the CDM Executive Board but not yet 
implemented. This wealth of experience and cumulated effort 
over the years should be reflected under Article 6.

Secondly, the CDM has helped many developing countries 
to better understand and implement their mitigation 
potential in nationally appropriate ways. It has helped build the 
technical and institutional capacity of these countries, including 
through thousands of dedicated professionals in governments 
(e.g. Designated National Authorities (DNAs)) and the private 

sector (e.g. Designated Operational Entities (DOEs) and project 
developers). Even though some of this capacity has been lost 
since the collapse in CER prices after 2011, this shows the power 
that market mechanisms can leverage if the incentive to act is 
real, without the need for significant top-down capacity building 
or readiness efforts.

Thirdly, the CDM has created the world’s largest pool of 
baseline and monitoring methodologies. This has essentially 
built the foundation used by other baseline and crediting 
mechanisms worldwide and could be used for mitigation activities 
more broadly. Nevertheless, the detailed case-by-case assessment 
of baselines, and also additionality, has contributed a great deal 
to the CDM becoming too cumbersome and bureaucratic to 
ensure accessibility and high participation in the mechanism. In 
particular, the matter of demonstrating additionality has proven 
to be a complex and contentious issue, especially in cases where 
carbon revenues contribute only a small proportion of the overall 
revenues to an activity. This resulted in an ever tightening scrutiny 
of investment decisions and increasing transaction costs. 

A general consensus is emerging that baseline methodologies 
and additionality demonstration should move towards more 
standardised and objective approaches, such as standardised 
baselines (SBLs) and their use of performance standards, 
benchmarks and positive lists. 

Fourthly, the recent developments seen in the CDM provide useful 
components for scaling up crediting to reach greater levels of 
mitigation action, including through an evolution towards sector-
wide crediting. These components include the new approaches to 
baselines and additionality, as well as the shift towards aggregating 
individual activities into PoAs and easing the inclusion of new 
component project activities (CPAs) in a fast and unbureaucratic 
manner. Experience has also been gained with integrating the 
CDM into domestic climate policy, as has been seen for example 
in the integration of domestic and international CDM activities 
into ETS and carbon taxes systems in China, South Korea, South 
Africa and Mexico. This should be further encouraged under the 
Paris Agreement. 

JOINT IMPLEMENTATION 

In contrast to the CDM, JI has always played the role of the 
younger sibling, learning from and borrowing infrastructure from 
the CDM and also being smaller in overall size. Nevertheless, more 
than 600 projects were registered under JI, mostly in the areas of 
methane avoidance and destruction (40%) and energy efficiency 
(29%)18. The architecture of JI is very much linked to the targets 
of the Kyoto Protocol, meaning that it has not really got off the 
ground in Kyoto’s second commitment period, given the ongoing 
lack of entry into force of the Doha Amendment pertaining to this 
commitment period.

8,000+ 

PROJECTS AND PROGRAMMES OF 

ACTIVITIES HAVE BEEN REGISTERED UNDER 

THE CDM IN 111 COUNTRIES.
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Source: http://www.cdmpipeline.org/ji-projects.htm 

and to issue the ERUs directly within their own registries. The 
“finalisation” of JI projects refers to a recognition by the JISC 
that a project has been established, rather than the JISC formally 
registering the projects. Under track 1 JI, host countries could 
undertake all steps pertaining to JI projects without referring to 
any processes outside their countries.
 
Allowing countries autonomy over some aspects of the Article 
6.4 mechanism may be a useful means of capturing government’s 
interest and encouraging their innovation, tailoring the mechanism 
to national circumstances while promoting harmonisation where 
this is most useful, and ensuring that central institutions do not 
become a bottleneck in the system. Care would be needed, 
however, to maintain common or centralised functions where 
they are needed for the overall functioning or credibility of the 
mechanism.
 
Secondly, some countries chose voluntarily to make use of the 
track 2 processes under the JISC, despite meeting the eligibility 
criteria for track 1. This indicates that, for some countries at 
least, the ease and value of internationally recognised standards 
and procedures outweighed their need for the autonomy of 
establishing and maintaining their own.

Thirdly, the experience with JI track 1 appears to demonstrate 
that carefully designed international oversight is needed to 
ensure the public credibility of crediting systems. Generally 
speaking, the systematic and closed nature of Kyoto’s accounting 
system is seen to ensure the environmental integrity of emission 
reductions, including under JI, because transfers between 
countries with emission targets are anyway a zero-sum game. 
JI track 1, however, indicates a limitation in this regard. Where 
a country’s Kyoto target lies above its projected business-as-
usual (BAU) level of emissions, surplus units in the system can 
allow ERUs to be transferred without the same level of emission 
reduction having occurred through a JI project20. 

This reinforces that stringent targets have a crucial role in 
ensuring the environmental integrity of markets and, where 
target stringency cannot be formally assessed, some degree 
of international oversight over crediting by countries remains 
necessary.

VOLUNTARY CARBON MARKETS 

The use of crediting for “voluntary” purposes developed in 
parallel to the “compliance” use of credits for formal, mandated 
targets established under the Kyoto Protocol and emission trading 
systems. In contrast to the compliance market, this voluntary 
market was characterised by the emergence of independent 
crediting standards outside of the UNFCCC or country-level 
regulation and was driven largely by corporate or consumer 
wishes to offset their emissions. 

19 http://ji.unfccc.int/Eligibility/index.html
20 Kollmuss et al, 2016.

Table 1: Status of JI projects

JI operates under two separate “tracks”. Track 1 is for host 
countries that meet certain eligibility criteria19, allowing them to 
independently approve JI track 1 projects and issue credits in the 
form of emission reduction units (ERUs). As with the CDM, ERUs 
can be used by developed countries towards Kyoto targets and by 
entities for compliance purposes under trading systems. 

Track 2 is for projects in host countries that do not meet the track 
1 eligibility criteria, or for projects or countries voluntarily opting 
to use the internationally recognised systems under track 2. This 
second track operates under the Joint Implementation Supervisory 
Committee (JISC) in a manner similar in many ways to the CDM.
 
Despite the fact that track 2 was operational before track 1, it 
was track 1 that saw almost 92% of JI projects finalised and 97% 
of ERUs issued (see table 1). This may be attributable to host 
countries wishing to maintain greater autonomy over JI projects. 
In addition, projects initiated prior to the operationalisation of the 
JISC were not subsequently migrated by the JISC into track 2, with 
the result that many countries established or continued their own 
systems under track 1.

There are also a number of aspects of the JI legacy that can be 
borne in mind in operationalising Article 6. Firstly, JI shows how 
countries can enjoy greater autonomy in the implementation 
of crediting systems than is possible in the more centralised 
CDM process. For example, even track 2 JI allowed countries to 
develop and use their own baseline and monitoring methodologies 

TRACK 1

TRACK 2

TOTAL

555
registered projects

92%
registered projects shared

838 million
ERUs issued

97%
ERUs issued shared

49
registered projects

8%
registered projects shared

25 million
ERUs issued

3%
ERUs issued shared

604
registered projects

863 million
ERUs issued
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21 Ecosystem Marketplace 2016. These shares exclude the issuance of credits under these standards that are used for compliance purposes under the ETS in California.
22 This applies in principle, although they do restrict or rule out certain project types based on technology or other considerations.

The voluntary market is often thought of as a useful incubator 
of new ideas, which may later be applied within compliance 
markets.
 
The issuance of carbon credits in the voluntary market has 
remained small in comparison with compliance markets, with 
cumulative issuance levels in voluntary markets to date of around 
330 million credits. This is approximately one-eighth the volume 
of combined CDM and JI issuances. However, annual issuance 
levels and prices have remained more stable over time than for 
either the CDM or JI compliance markets (see Figure 4).

Three voluntary crediting standards have emerged as the most 
dominant standards in the voluntary market, representing an 
aggregate market share of 95% of all issuance in 201521:

1. Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) – 49% of voluntary market 
issuance;

2. Gold Standard (GS) – 24% of voluntary market issuance;
3. Climate Action Reserve (CAR) - 22% of voluntary market 

issuance.

The legacy imparted by voluntary markets also contains a number 
of aspects that may be taken into account in operationalising 
Article 6. Firstly, voluntary crediting standards make use of 
standards and infrastructure established by other crediting 
systems. The VCS and GS use methodologies approved under 
the CDM, either in their existing form or after adaptation to 
their specific circumstances22. China also follows this approach, 
allowing the majority of CDM methodologies to be used in 
domestic CER offset projects. This takes advantage of the work 

conducted in over a decade of the CDM to build an extensive 
body of internationally approved technical standards. 

The VCS and GS also use the infrastructure created for the 
accreditation of third party auditors by accepting validations and 
verifications from DOEs accredited under the CDM. In addition 
to saving costs for the auditors and the institutions regulating 
the voluntary standards, this helps maintain harmonised practices 
in crediting standards across both the compliance and voluntary 
markets and takes advantage of high quality assurance due to the 
scale at which the CDM operates.
 
These examples show how mechanisms being implemented in 
the context of Article 6 could also benefit, either from the CDM 
or from new standards and infrastructure developed at the 
international level but shared across mechanisms. The alternative 
of developing independent standards and infrastructure for each 
mechanism can be expected to result in diverging sets of rules and 
institutions, higher costs for regulators, greater transaction costs 
for the private sector and others developing crediting activities, 
and missed opportunities to pool resources and cooperate in 
ensuring improvements over time.
 
Secondly, voluntary crediting standards emphasise the 
importance of sustainable development benefits and “no-
harm” safeguards for negative environmental and social 
impacts in the implementation of emission reducing activities. 
The GS has recently aligned with the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), allowing projects to be developed on 
individual or several SDGs and to result in documented outcomes 
or credits. 

Figure 4: CER and ERU issuance levels, secondary CER prices vs voluntary credit issuance and prices 

Note: UNFCCC for CDM and JI data on issuances, Intercontinental Exchange ICE for CDM data on prices, Forest Trends’ Ecosystem Marketplace for data on voluntary offsets. 
Source: World Bank, 2016.
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Criteria /cluster Elaboration of scope and meaning 

Certainty

• Stability of policy environment
• Stability of credit demand and long-term carbon prices
• Sufficient market liquidity to dampen price impact of transactions
• Consistent credit quality
• Low market disruption from liability in event of non-permanence and non-NDC achievement

Accessibility

Simplicity

Efficiency

Responsiveness

Scalability

Replicability

• Standardised and objective approaches to additionality and estimation of emission reductions
• Simple approaches to rules with low transaction costs
• Short lead times for activity development and registration
• Aggregated approaches to activities beyond a project approach
• Preference for building on pre-2020 rules where appropriate
• Harmonisation and sharing of rules and infrastructure across mechanisms where appropriate
• Harmonisation and sharing of rules and infrastructure across mechanisms where appropriate
• Efficient use of available resources
• Responsiveness to react or adapt to changes in external factors
• Targeted support for readiness to participate in mechanisms

Autonomy
• Scope for rule-setting and implementation at national level
• International oversight of national implementation

Impact

Integrity

Sustainable 
development

No-harm

• Stringency of emission targets
• Cost-effectiveness of emission reductions
• Clear and tangible incentives for climate action, for the implementation of NDC and for action 

beyond them
• Effective and fair means of achieving overall mitigation
• Integration of international mechanisms in domestic climate policy
• Effective and transparent governance of mechanisms

The Social Carbon Standard, a co-label to the VCS, employs a 
dynamic assessment focused on making improvements against 
six sustainability indicators over time. These standards incorporate 
considerably more robust requirements for sustainable 
development than the CDM or JI, without seeking to determine 
what should constitute sustainable development for the host 
countries.
 
The GS requires that projects assess the risk of potential harmful 
impacts against a set of safeguarding principles that relate to 
human rights, labour standards, environmental protection and 
corruption. These principles are derived from the UN Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs) and require that projects avoid, 
mitigate or repair any harmful impacts identified. As with 
sustainable development benefits, the GS requires ongoing 
monitoring and reporting on no-harm conditions during the 
implementation of projects.

Investors and buyers in the private sector often highly value 
projects that give assurance of sustainable development 
benefits and no-harm conditions. Documenting and quantifying 
such benefits can unlock investments and earn prices that are 
beyond what is achievable when the focus is limited to emission 
reductions.

Thirdly, voluntary crediting standards allow for “tagging” 
crediting activities and emission reductions against multiple 
standards concurrently. This allows activities to increase their 

Source: own elaboration

Table 2: Criteria for assessing future directions in market mechanisms

value to investors and buyers. For example, VCS activities may also 
qualify for and be tagged under the Social Carbon Standard or the 
Climate, Community and Biodiversity Standards (CCB Standards). 
These validate, quantify and document non-carbon dimensions 
of activities. This flexible and modular approach could also be 
applied to mechanisms in the context of Article 6 where these are 
limited only to the emission reduction aspects of activities.

CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN 
CARBON MARKETS

The discussion in this chapter of the legacy contributed by 
existing market mechanisms indicates characteristics that need 
to be fulfilled if the private sector can be expected to engage 
significantly with mechanisms implemented in the context of 
Article 6. These characteristics are set out in Table 2 in the form 
of criteria that should be sought in such new mechanisms and 
are also clustered into groups in order to link related issues. The 
second column of the table elaborates the scope and meaning of 
the criteria. These criteria are considered in the next chapter when 
examining specific recommendations for the operationalisation of 
Article 6. 

Overall, these criteria point a way towards market mechanisms 
that provide a robust and stable environment in which the private 
sector can engage effectively and help bring about significant 
climate and sustainable development gains.
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This section further analyses the main features of Article 6 
and recommends specific principles to be taken into account 
in the design and implementation of market mechanisms. 

The analysis and recommendations arise from the perspective of 
a private sector that seeks ways in which it can effectively engage 
in climate action and contribute to the global effort to achieve 
the long-term temperature goal set out in the Paris Agreement. 
The recommendations presented here are therefore informed 
by the criteria discussed in the previous section on the basis of 
experience gained to date with market mechanisms. 

Many issues are still to be resolved that will have a substantial, 
direct or indirect impact on the engagement of the private sector 
in market mechanisms in the context of Article 6. All will require 
decisions at the international level through the UNFCCC; some 
will also require particular attention from governments at the 
national level in their regulation of specific market mechanisms.

As with the mechanisms that have been built in the past under 
the Kyoto Protocol and at the national level, refinements in 
mechanisms’ design will need to be made over time. It is however 
critical that a quick start is made, given the urgent need to impact 
on investments that are being made that already today are locking 
in future emissions behaviour. What is needed is a solid basis that 
can raise the awareness of the private sector to climate change, 
signal the long-term directions it should take to its investment 
decisions and build a basis for raising ambition over time.

In this paper, these issues and recommendations have been 
considered in the following categories:
• Mechanisms’ design
• Governance
• Accounting
• Integrity at the mechanisms’ level
• Overall mitigation
• Sustainable development

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
THE OPERATIONALISATION 
OF ARTICLE 6

Mechanisms’ design will be addressed directly by the UNFCCC in 
the context of the Article 6.4 mechanism, but will otherwise be a 
matter for individual countries, or groups of countries, to consider 
when implementing cooperative approaches under Article 6.2. The 
remaining categories are primarily to be developed and negotiated 
in the form of guidance to be adopted under the UNFCCC.

MECHANISMS’ DESIGN

Learning from past experience with market mechanisms - both 
national and international - will be crucial in designing modalities 
and procedures for market mechanisms in the context of Article 
6. An effective contribution by the private sector is key to making 
this function. If the private sector is to mobilise its investment and 
know-how to help countries achieve their current NDC pledges 
and raise ambition further over time, special attention will need 
to be given to the requirements of the private sector for stable, 
effective and efficient market mechanisms.

The most essential features for private sector participants 
operating under a carbon price are long-term visibility on the 
policy roadmap, certainty regarding mid-to-long term reduction 
targets, and transparency and predictability of any policy changes 
and market adjustments made by regulators.

At the national level, this would need to start with transparent 
and robust processes for preparing NDCs and including long-
term policy plans. This would provide a solid basis for the 
establishment and evolution of national policies and regulations. 
At the international level, rules decided by the UNFCCC will need 
to provide investors with clarity and certainty and ensure they 
are not exposed to unreasonable levels of risk relative to other 
comparable investments. Mechanisms’ design will need to provide 
for simple and effective rulesets if accessibility and scalability are 
to be achieved.
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Recommendations Rationale

1 Ensure effective carbon prices 
at levels strong enough to 
drive long-term investment and 
technology change along a low-
emissions pathway.

Prices need to be sustained at sufficiently high rates to drive investment decisions and technological 
change. This needs sufficiently high ambition in NDCs and ultimately the targets applying within 
an ETS. Strong political commitment to market mechanisms and policy stability is essential in this 
context.

Prices will of course continue to fluctuate. However, sustained low prices can undermine the 
effectiveness of market mechanisms and public support. In short if prices remain low, then the policy 
response should focus on the interim increasing of the GHG emission reduction target, and the 
first global stocktake under the Paris Agreement in 2023 (a five-yearly review of the impact of the 
countries’ climate change actions) could be the basis for that increasing ambition. Market adjustments 
should be designed into the system from the beginning, clearly defined reserve mechanisms, or other 
transparent and predictable mechanisms to address supply and demand imbalances.

Main criteria: efficiency, responsiveness, scalability, replicability, impact

2 Ensure a sufficient degree of 
standardisation measures for 
determination of emission 
reductions in order to ensure 
objectivity and keep transaction 
costs to a minimum.

A lesson from the CDM is that standardisation can increase the objectivity of assessments and 
regulatory decisions on emission reducing activities, enhance the simplicity of the regulatory system 
and the predictability of mitigation outcomes, and contribute to major reductions in transaction 
costs. The Article 6.4 mechanism and other cooperative approaches can build upon these lessons of 
the CDM to improve scalability and move towards effective sectoral approaches.

The CDM already possesses key tools that can be used to target emissions of full sectors, including 
SBLs, performance benchmarks, positive lists, PoAs and other measures to enable a scaled-up 
approach. These measures increase efficiency and reduce the uncertainty embedded in additionality 
and baseline assessments when these are conducted on a case-by-case basis. Importantly, they still 
allow credits to be issued for individual activities, and in doing so they maintain a clear link and 
incentive between the effectiveness of the activities and the credits they receive. These measures 
can contribute to higher replicability of mitigation activities and ultimately the scalability of market 
mechanisms. 

Main criteria: certainty, accessibility, efficiency, scalability, replicability, impact, integrity

3 Ensure short lead times in 
procedures and systems to keep 
transaction costs low and foster 
the attractiveness of Article 
6 mechanisms for the private 
sector.

Complexity and long processing times can dramatically increase costs for activity developers. This 
can be aided by:
• Keeping the activity cycle as clear and simple as possible, including for example by combining 

validation and verification into a single step;
• Improving efficiency and transparency through digitising project documentation, such as 

through web-based forms instead of word or pdf documents;
• Allowing remote verification of emission reductions through the certification of tamper-proof 

monitoring systems and conducting remote audits through desk reviews, and perhaps moving 
eventually to self-declaration processes and risk-based verifications (provided legal remedies on 
misrepresentation can be enforced).

Main criteria: certainty, accessibility, efficiency, scalability, replicability, impact, integrity

4 Consider the migration of eligible 
CDM/JI activities into the Article 
6.4 mechanism or cooperative 
approaches under Article 6.2 
in order to support a smooth 
transition from Kyoto Protocol 
to Paris Agreement mechanisms, 
thereby retaining the necessary 
trust and capacity  to achieve 
the required level of cooperation 
(subject to measures to prevent 
an oversupply of ITMOs).

Providing for CDM activities to continue after 2020, where they would have previously ceased 
operation, would help quickly scale-up mitigation through the new mechanisms, given the activities 
in the existing CDM pipeline. It would also serve to keep vulnerable CDM activities running and 
help trigger investments in new activities now, even before 2020, by helping to rebuild investor 
confidence in market mechanisms implemented in support of climate action. To avoid a dilution 
of mitigation ambition and potential oversupply of credits in the post-2020 phase, applying high 
discount rates can be considered, and limitations may be needed to accept credits generated only 
after a specific cut-off date. Such limitations could be tailored to ensure the type of mitigation 
activities migrated into the post-2020 phase is supportive of the policy directions being taken for the 
mechanisms under Article 6.

Main criteria: certainty, accessibility, scalability, autonomy, impact, sustainable development

5 Foster support for pilots that will 
take place prior to 2020 in order 
to incentivise early action.

Pilot programmes could play a key role in testing new crediting concepts and accelerating the 
development of mechanisms. These can feed practical experience into the development of the 
Article 6.4 mechanism under the UNFCCC and the implementation of other cooperative approaches 
by countries in the context of Article 6.2. There would need to be demand for such pilots, and this 
could be provided by allowing credits issued prior to 2020 to count towards the achievement of 
NDCs after 2020. This would mirror the prompt start applied to the CDM prior to the development 
of its rules and the entry into force of the Kyoto Protocol.

Main criteria: certainty, accessibility, scalability

1

2

3

4

5
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GOVERNANCE

As the provisions of Article 6 indicate a range of different policy 
mechanisms, they also allow for different forms of governance. In 
practice, Article 6 is relatively silent on governance and it will be 
important that the institutions, rules and systems are developed 
in a manner that is appropriate to the types of mechanisms in 
question.

The defining feature of the mechanism established by Article 
6.4 is that it is to be provided centrally under the “authority and 
guidance of the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting 
of the Parties to the Paris Agreement (CMA)” and “supervised 
by a body” designated by it. This Article refers to a specific 
mechanism, that operates through crediting in accordance with 
a specific set of “rules, modalities and procedures” to be adopted 
by the CMA. It is to be available for use by all countries, some 
of which will not have the capacity to establish and maintain a 
crediting mechanism themselves in the context of Article 6.2 or 
may simply prefer to rely on a global standard and infrastructure 
with greater recognition and fungibility. Article 6.4 addresses this 
need through a centralised governance structure, possibly of the 
sort that is familiar from the CDM and track 2 of JI.
 
The success and attractiveness of the Article 6.4 mechanism 
will however depend on learning the lessons of the CDM and JI 
and creating a governance structure that is more efficient, more 
accountable for its actions, more willing to evolve the mechanism, 
and able to provide more space for those countries wishing to 
guide the implementation of the mechanism on their territories.

The governance implied by Article 6.2 contrasts with that 
envisaged in Article 6.4, in that Article 6.2 is a specific recognition 
that countries – individually or collectively – may implement their 
own “cooperative approaches”. The direct governance over these 
cooperative approaches will be determined and implemented by 
those countries.

However, Article 6.2 sets safeguards at the level of the UNFCCC, 
requiring that countries engaging in such cooperative approaches 
“promote sustainable development, ensure environmental 
integrity and transparency, including in governance”, and “apply 
robust accounting to ensure, inter alia, the avoidance of double 
counting”. The CMA is to adopt guidance under Article 6.2, which 
will either focus singularly on accounting or will also address the 
wider range of safeguards set out in the Article.

The question therefore arises as to what international governance 
arrangements should give assurance that countries adhere to 
the safeguards specified in Article 6.2. Assurance regarding the 
accounting of ITMOs towards the achievement of NDCs falls 
within the scope of the transparency framework under Article 13, 
with its reporting by countries on their actions and the “technical 
expert review” referred to in Article 13.11. There may need to be 
a further element of the international governance architecture to 
specifically monitor and provide information on transfers, as well 
as help resolve any conflicts that may arise.

It is less clear how assurance should be provided in relation to 
safeguards for sustainable development, environmental integrity 
and transparency (including in governance). Options include:

• Ensuring sufficient transparency of countries’ arrangements 
and actions. This could provide a basis for any inappropriate 
actions to be identified and would support the transparency 
framework. However, as the transparency framework may 
focus at a higher level on the progress countries are making 
in achieving their NDCs and contributing to the goals of 
the Paris Agreement, it may be useful to set up a separate 
process for peer review of information that countries report;

• Establishing a specific international governance body to 
deal with the Article 6.2 safeguards, facilitating robust 
implementation and/or giving assessments of cooperative 
approaches and/or ITMOs. The stronger variants of such 
governance may however raise concerns that they are not 
consistent with the decentralised model of Article 6.2 or that 
they may overly restrict the implementation of cooperative 
approaches by countries.

 
Countries can build on these sorts of international governance 
arrangements by forming their own assessments of countries 
when deciding whether to link to their ETS or when choosing 
whether to authorise ITMOs under Article 6.3 for use towards 
NDCs.
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Recommendations Rationale

6 Ensure the membership of 
the Article 6.4 mechanism’s 
governing body is comprised 
of policy and technical experts 
that are independent of 
any government or country 
representation.

The membership of the governing body is key to the effective functioning and impartiality of the 
governance arrangements for the Article 6.4 mechanism. It is important that members strive to 
make the mechanism the most effective tool that it can be, and leave the political oversight and 
direction-setting to the guidance provided by the countries gathered together in the CMA.

The governing bodies of both the CDM and JI have members that are to function in their individual 
capacity but are drawn primarily from the country delegations that participate in the Conference of 
the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol (CMP). This can hinder the 
full functioning of the bodies by replicating the same views and perspectives, and often the same 
debates that are found within the UNFCCC negotiations.

Main criteria: efficiency, responsiveness, impact

7 Distinguish roles and 
responsibilities among the actors 
in the governance of the Article 
6.4 mechanism, with clear and 
effective checks and balances 
to ensure the integrity of the 
system.

Clear roles and responsibilities are important for the efficiency and speed of the system, by avoiding 
duplication and the possibility of inconsistency and rework, as well as by ensuring that the system 
can draw upon a range of complementary skillsets. Such clarity is also important for the integrity of 
the system, such that each part can play its role without conflict with the others.

The governing body should have responsibility for developing strategy, policy and regulation. 
A separate technical body should be established to assess or develop technical standards, such 
as methodologies. Professional audit bodies should, through a robust accreditation process, be 
delegated the authority to make activity-specific rulings, which must be made in accordance with 
the policies and regulations set by the governing body and the technical standards developed by 
the technical body. A separate appeals process should be formed to hear appeals against decisions, 
where appropriate. The UNFCCC secretariat should facilitate and support this whole process and 
conduct quality assessment, including through the accreditation process.

The governance of the Article 6.4 mechanism should be an objective, rule-based system that ensures 
adequate competence across all the areas. It should define a set of checks and balances that can 
ensure the integrity of the system while preserving its efficiency, speed, and effective stakeholder 
communications.

Main criteria: efficiency

8 Provide host countries with 
opportunities to engage in the 
implementation of the Article 
6.4 mechanism to guide and 
promote the selection of activities 
on its territory in accordance 
with its sustainable development 
priorities.

The Article 6.4 mechanism can be of substantial value to a country’s sustainable development and 
its shift onto a low emissions development path. Governments should make greater use of this 
opportunity than was done under the CDM, for example, to guide and promote the selection of 
activities on its territory in accordance with it sustainable development priorities.

By making host country approval a key step in the registration of activities, the host country is 
empowered to promote certain activity types and technologies or go further by announcing criteria 
for what it will and will not approve. The host country can utilise the framework and indicators 
of the SDGs to give this process more robustness and comparability with other countries. A host 
country can also strengthen its institutional readiness and align its policies to be supportive of the 
Article 6.4 mechanism, as well as facilitate specific activity types through developing methodologies 
and grid emission factors. It can further require specific monitoring, for example using the SDGs, 
during the implementation of the activity.

Host countries could also, on a voluntary basis, potentially become involved in the design, 
implementation and governance of the Article 6.4 mechanism at a national level, making use 
of guidance and infrastructure developed and agreed at the UNFCCC level and operating under 
the overall oversight of the governing body designated by the CMA. This would amount to a 
less centralised mechanism, which host countries could tailor to their specific circumstances and 
priorities. It may strengthen the engagement of countries and reduce dependence on the central 
functions of the mechanism, although attention would be needed in determining which functions 
are better met at the international or national level.

Main criteria: efficiency, responsiveness, autonomy, impact

9 Provide capacity building 
initiatives to support crediting 
activities in developing countries.

Many countries have limited capacity to participate in carbon market mechanisms, including in 
some cases their involvement in hosting crediting activities. Support should be given to these 
countries but it should be practical and linked to either preparing the readiness to participate or 
the actual identification and implementation of activities. This could include practical support to the 
development of products as diverse as strategies and specific methodologies. It should build upon 
existing initiatives.

Main criteria: accessibility

6

7

8

9
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ACCOUNTING

This is a key protection of environmental integrity, which in this 
context requires that the international linkage via ITMOs does not 
lead an increase in global emissions compared with a situation 
where NDCs are achieved purely domestically (that is, without 
international transfers). If both countries were to use the ITMOs 
to show achievement of their NDCs, this would be a clear violation 
of this principle as it would allow global emissions to be higher 
than if no transfer of the ITMO occurred.

The accounting rules for the Paris Agreement will need to provide 
a consistent framework for counting international transfers, 
relating to both the Article 6.4 mechanism and nationally-
implemented cooperative approaches in the context of Article 
6.2. The accounting system will need to be robust, stable and 
ensure environmental integrity in the use of carbon markets. This 
challenge is formidable, given the different NDC types and, in 
particular, the use of single year targets in many NDCs. However, 
within these constraints, the accounting system should be as 
simple as possible and provide an effective basis for market 
mechanisms to link, through promoting harmonisation in their 
features.
 
The accounting guidance to be developed for ITMOs is a valuable 
opportunity to build a harmonised basis in global carbon markets. 
Corresponding adjustments will need to be mapped to specific 
transaction types and a universal way of identifying and tracking 
transfers and units will be needed. This can provide confidence 
and compatibility among otherwise diverse mechanisms and 
is needed for carbon markets to contribute to a rapid and 
substantial scaling up of mitigation action. This should be 
regarded as enabling more effective national implementation of 
the mechanism, rather than as limiting it.

To achieve this, the guidance on accounting will, among other 
things, need to coordinate the corresponding adjustments made 
across all countries engaging in ITMOs, including what is adjusted, 
how, when and with what reporting. Where ITMOs involve the 
transfer of legal “units” established under an ETS or crediting 
system, it will be necessary to facilitate the compatibility of the 
registry systems through which these transfers occur and ensure 
a clear mapping of registry transactions to the corresponding 
adjustments required.
 
Arrangements for ITMOs accounting need to work within 
the wider context of the accounting of NDCs. In this manner, 
the ITMO accounting rules need to be additional to those for 
NDC accounting and only applicable to countries proposing to 
participate in cooperative approaches under Article 6.2 and the 
Article 6.4 mechanism. The ITMO accounting rules should form a 
module of guidance that is additional to, but consistent with, the 
wider NDC accounting guidance under Article 4.13.

Treating the guidance on ITMO accounting as a separate module 
will be important as they are to be operational by 2020, whereas 
the wider set of NDC accounting rules is only to be mandatory 
from the second NDC period onwards. It will be crucial that the 
Subsidiary Body on Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA) 
and the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Paris Agreement (APA), 
working respectively on ITMO accounting and the wider NDC 
accounting rules, coordinate their work and ensure compatibility 
across the system.
 
Overall, the private sector can best engage in carbon markets 
when the rules of engagement are clear, robust and stable. This 
has been a goal of trading and crediting systems around the globe 
and the private sector is used to this. For this reason, it is important 
that political differences be overcome in the development of the 
accounting guidance so that effective and workable solutions can 
be found.
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Recommendations Rationale

10 Express ITMOs in tonnes of CO
2
 

equivalent emissions (tCO
2
e) 

to ensure compatibility and 
enable a “single currency” global 
market.

Countries signaling a wish to engage in ITMOs have expressed their NDCs in tCO
2
e. The development 

of accounting rules should focus first on these market opportunities, as the complexities of other 
metrics risk delaying rules when there is not yet a clear wish for such alternative unit transfers. Where 
NDCs use other metrics, the emission impacts of mitigation activities can still be calculated (e.g. 
emission reductions from increasing the megawatt hours (MWh) of renewable energy generated).

Metric tCO
2
e are the language of national emissions inventories and are familiar territory for 

carbon markets. If countries can adopt this as the standard metric for ITMOs, using consistent 
global warming potentials from the most recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
Assessment Report23, a common global metric for international transfers can emerge that facilitates 
transparency and comparability and lessens the transaction costs of doing business.

Main criteria: certainty, efficiency, replicability, impact

11 Promote the unitisation of 
allowable emissions and 
emission reductions by countries 
wishing to engage in ITMOs.

Units, such as allowances issued under an ETS and credits generated through crediting systems, and 
their unique serial numbers make it considerably easier to track transfers and associate them with 
specific countries and activities. They also allow for clear ownership to be established. Countries can 
convert the emissions budgets implied by NDC targets into units available for transfer. These units, 
defined in tCO

2
e, can denominate emission reductions within the sector scope of NDCs, and others 

can be issued for reductions outside this scope.

Such unitisation provides for greater transparency and rigour in the identification of activities, 
tracking of transfers and accounting against NDCs. It also creates conditions under which the 
private sector is more likely to engage in markets, therefore opening the way to greater business 
engagement and higher mitigation ambition.

Some countries may need support from others to provide the structure needed for unitisation, both 
through capacity building and providing an international infrastructure that they may use (as with 
today’s CDM registry). 

Main criteria: efficiency scalability, replicability

12 Establish common standards 
and procedures to ensure the 
compatibility and connectivity 
of registries and provide for 
an independent and objective 
facilitator in the form of a central 
transaction log.

As countries engage more in carbon markets and unitise their emission reductions, they quickly need 
systems and infrastructure for tracking emission reductions and their transfer. As many countries will 
wish to implement and control their own registries for this purpose, practical steps will be needed to 
ensure they are sufficiently compatible and connectable. In addition to the international transfer of 
units, registries will need to track their issuance, cancellation, use towards targets and any banking. 
Registries will need sufficient flexibility to cater to unique features of countries’ systems, however a 
basic compatibility is essential.

There will be instances when registries hold inconsistent records. Reconciling these differences 
will be significantly helped and accelerated by the involvement of an independent facilitator to 
objectively assess cases in relation to the rules set up for the registries. This could involve the keeping 
of a central log that functions to assist registries and make available summary information to ensure 
transparency.

An alternative to providing such standards, procedures and infrastructure through the UNFCCC 
could be their provision through the collaboration of interested countries.

Main criteria: certainty, accessibility, efficiency, scalability, replicability, impact, integrity

13 Establish a principle of “seller 
liability”, such that a country not 
meeting its NDC may not retract 
exported ITMOs.

In the event that a transferring country subsequently fails to achieve its NDC, it would be important 
that the transferred ITMO should continue to be used by the acquiring country. The ability to retract 
the ITMO in such cases would create significant risk and uncertainty for ITMOs and carbon markets.

If the acquiring Party were to have ITMOs retracted, it may be left in a difficult position vis-à-vis its 
NDC achievement through no fault of its own and the transferring Party would have little incentive 
to ensure that it only transfers mitigation outcomes that it does not need itself. In a situation where 
many ITMOs had been transferred, many of which had been re-transferred elsewhere, it may also 
not be clear which ITMOs should be retracted.   
 
Main criteria: certainty, efficiency

23 https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/ 
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INTEGRITY AT THE MECHANISMS LEVEL

This is a key protection of environmental integrity, which in this 
The accounting system plays a key role in ensuring environmental 
integrity by not allowing ITMOs to count towards more than 
one NDC. Another line of defense for environmental integrity 
relates to the generation of the ITMOs themselves. The emission 
reductions that are transferred must be real. If a crediting activity 
is not additional, if the baseline is set too high, if emissions 
leakage is not properly taken into account, then the use of credits 
in the acquiring country will raise global emissions. If the targets 
set in an ETS are not sufficiently stringent, transferring allowances 
out of it may not serve to reduce emissions, in which case their 
use in the acquiring country would also raise global emissions.
 
The private sector needs market mechanisms to be robust and 
needs to be confident in the environmental value of what it is 
buying and selling. Confidence in the quality of units purchased 
is what maintains the value of the units in the long term and 
upholds public support for market mechanisms.
 
The premise of Article 6.2 is that countries implement their own 
cooperative approaches and, ultimately, bear responsibility for 
ensuring their robustness. Where NDCs are ambitious, countries 
have a natural incentive to ensure that what is transferred out 
reflects a real emission reduction, otherwise its emissions will not 

have been reduced and the transfer will create difficulties in the 
country’s ability to achieve its NDC. This incentive is weaker, or 
possibly eliminated, if the NDC is not ambitious, as low quality 
emission reductions or hot air could be sold with no impact on 
the country’s ability to achieve its NDC. Ideally, all NDCs should 
be significantly below projections of BAU emissions, in which case 
the environmental integrity of transfers would be underpinned by 
this inherent incentive and discipline.
 
It is politically difficult within the UNFCCC process, however, to 
form a judgment on a country’s level of ambition in an NDC or 
target in an ETS. The global stocktakes are expected to play a 
role in highlighting the need for more ambition, showcasing it 
where it exists and exchanging information on policies and tools 
to better implement it. This may serve as a form of peer review 
among countries but attention during the stocktakes will be 
spread across many issues and may be very political in nature.
 
Nevertheless, as discussed also in section 3.2, building sufficient 
transparency and peer review into the international governance 
framework may be useful in giving assurance that the safeguards 
set out in Article 6.2 are being met. Countries can build on this by 
forming their own assessment when deciding whether to link to 
another country’s ETS or choosing under Article 6.3 whether to 
authorise the use of credits towards NDCs.

Recommendations Rationale

14 Ensure ITMOs exported from 
outside the scope of an NDC are 
generated under international 
oversight not to jeopardise 
environmental integrity of 
crediting approaches.

The natural incentive to avoid transfers that risk the non-achievement of an NDC does not apply 
when credits are being generated from sectors that are outside the sector scope of an NDC. This 
presents a particular risk to the environmental integrity of crediting approaches.

International oversight could take a number of different forms. It could require any crediting activity 
outside the NDC scope to be conducted via the Article 6.4 mechanism; it could require that only 
internationally recognised rules and methodologies are applied; or it could require that a process of 
peer review be followed to demonstrate the quality of the mechanism.

Such international oversight could be exercised in conjunction with other encouragement and 
support for countries to move towards economy-wide targets in the next round of NDCs. This would 
reduce the scope of activities outside of NDC sectors in the future.

Main criteria: integrity

15 Ensure equivalent levels of 
environmental integrity for direct 
government-to-government 
transfers as for entity-based 
trading and crediting systems.

Countries may also engage in direct government-to-government (G2G) transfers. These are more 
likely to be one-off arrangements that are large in scale and conducted in the context of G2G 
cooperation or public-private partnership (PPP). They may therefore be conducted outside of 
established ETS or crediting mechanisms, with their well-developed bodies of regulation, strong 
checks and balances and high degree of transparency. Without these structures for direct G2G 
transfers, it may be more difficult to demonstrate the environmental integrity of transfers.

A number of factors may help demonstrate equivalent levels of environmental integrity, such as 
clarifying the source of emissions that has been reduced and whether this is inside or outside the 
country’s NDC scope, publicising clear and transparent documentation on the activity, providing 
calculations of the emission reductions, using third party verification, drawing on guidance provided 
by the Article 6.4 mechanism or other crediting systems, etc. Countries could undertake to conduct 
these activities through an existing crediting system as much as possible. 

Main criteria: certainty, impact, integrity

14

15
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OVERALL MITIGATION

The issue of “overall mitigation” has been through several 
incarnations within the negotiations on crediting, having begun 
in the context of the CDM and now being included as one of 
the four aims for the Article 6.4 mechanism. In general, it means 
that not all the emission reductions credited are to be used as 
offsets to raise someone else’s emissions, as this would result in a 
zero-sum result and the atmosphere would see no benefit. There 
is however still no common view as to how overall mitigation 
should be achieved.

This issue has sometimes been called “net mitigation” and was 
seen as applicable to each crediting activity on an individual basis. 
The shift to “overall” in the terminology allows for the Article 
6.4 mechanism as a whole to deliver a non-offset portion of 
emission reductions, with this not necessarily needing to apply 
to each and every activity operating under the mechanism. Such 
overall mitigation can be applied on the supply side, for example 
through conservative baselines, conservative default values or 
reduced crediting periods, such that the number of credits issued 
would be below the actual level of emission reductions. Such 
methods are easier to apply than case-by-base assessments but 
the degree of non-offsetted mitigation is never quantified and 
remains unclear. 

Another approach involves first calculating the emission reductions 
in full and then applying a discount. This discount could be 
applied to reduce the number of credits issued (still on the supply 
side). Alternatively, the number of credits used as offsets could be 
discounted (now on the demand side, with the remaining quantity 
of credits needing to be cancelled), however this would need to 
be regulated through the relevant ETS rather than the Article 6.4 
mechanism. Attention would need to be given to who bears the 
“incidence”, or the cost, of the discounting, which would depend 
on the extent to which the discounting would impact on the price 
of the credits being transferred.

Recommendations Rationale

16 Ensure that any “exchange rates” 
or “discount rates” regarding 
mitigation value are based on 
clear and objective rationale 
and provide for certainty and 
predictability in the market.

Exchange rates and discount rates have been suggested as a means of reflecting differences in 
mitigation ambition or in the quality of standards when implementing carbon market mechanisms. 
This may be beneficial in allowing countries to participate in carbon markets while still establishing 
and improving their systems. However, the specific means and criteria underlying the determination 
of exchange rates are difficult to define. Particular care would need to be taken to ensure the clarity 
and objectivity of any criteria and to promote certainty and predictability in the market.

Main criteria: certainty, efficiency, impact, integrity

17 Adopt a simple and transparent 
system for overall mitigation 
based on discounting.

Discounting the issuance of credits offers a clear means of implementing an overall mitigation by the 
Article 6.4 mechanism, as the discounts would be objective, set in advance, and allow the difference 
between the actual emission reductions and the volume of emissions that may be offset would be 
quantified. The discount rates could be uniform across the board or could vary on the basis of, for 
example, technology types or projects versus PoAs.

Main criteria: certainty, accessibility, efficiency, impact

16

17
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Sustainable development is one of the two aims specified for the 
Article 6.4 mechanism and is to be promoted by the cooperative 
approaches referenced in Article 6.2. This is similar as with the 
CDM, for which guidance on sustainable development at the level 
of the UNFCCC has proven very controversial. Many countries, 
arguing that the assessment of what constitutes sustainable 
development can only be determined at the national level, 
have resisted any guidance on sustainable development; other 
countries have nevertheless called for support in being able to 
make this assessment and report on it.

FRAMEWORK FOR NON-MARKET APPROACHES

Each country needs a wider suite of policy responses to address 
climate change than market mechanisms alone. This is recognised 
directly within Article 6 when it calls for a framework that can 
promote non-market approaches (NMA). 

Discussions among countries continue to develop the vision 
and scope of this framework. Article 6.8 discusses non-market 
approaches as mechanisms that countries implement, either for 
national or international application, with the aim of promoting 
mitigation and adaptation ambition, strengthening the 
participation of public and private sector entities in climate action 

Recommendations Rationale

20 Promote non-market policies 
to complement and support 
the operation of market 
mechanisms.

The implementation of market mechanisms needs to consider their interaction with non-market 
energy and climate policies, as they have the potential to either reinforce each other or to disrupt or 
reduce each other’s effectiveness. Focused support and coordination could be provided under this 
framework to help work through complex non-market policy tools that have potential to effectively 
complement market mechanisms.

Fossil fuel subsidy reform may offer a strong case for such policy reinforcement. Other examples may 
concern reducing policy conflicts between crediting and other policies and tax systems.

Main criteria: efficiency, responsiveness, impact

Recommendations Rationale

18 Include reference to using 
SDGs for the measurement 
and reporting of sustainable 
development impacts of activities 
supported through carbon 
markets.

EThe SDGs can provide a framework to assist countries in defining their sustainable development 
priorities, selecting and approving activities for support under market mechanisms and subsequently 
monitoring their implementation. Relevant SDGs (other than climate action) may include good 
health and well-being (goal 3), gender equality (goal 5) or affordable and clean energy (goal 7).

This can improve the impact of the activities and their attractiveness to investors. Project owners 
may also seek to have their activities certified also for their non-climate benefits.

Main criteria: accessibility, responsiveness, integrity, sustainable development, no-harm

19 Agree on universal no-harm 
safeguards to avoid negative 
environmental and social 
impacts.

No-harm safeguards can guard against a variety of negative impacts being caused inadvertently by 
market mechanisms. These may include, for example, respect for human rights or the prohibition of 
child labour. It may be possible to refer to an existing set of safeguards, rather than define a new list.

Main criteria: responsiveness, integrity, sustainable development, no-harm.

 
The SDGs recently adopted by the UN provide a guiding 
framework of 17 goals that countries may choose from, in 
alignment with the priorities and circumstances that they face. It 
further elaborates these goals into 169 more detailed targets and 
provides a framework of indicators to assist countries in defining 
and monitoring action. The creation of the SDGs was specifically 
welcomed by the COP when adopting the Paris Agreement. 
They provide a useful toolset for countries in better defining and 
streamlining their pursuit of sustainable development under the 
Paris Agreement.

and enabling opportunities for more effective coordination across 
policy mechanisms and institutions.

These discussions would usefully focus on how to enhance 
international coordination as a means of increasing the use of 
effective non-market policies. The example of fossil fuel subsidy 
reform has been raised in this context. While decisions to reform 
fossil fuel subsidies are clearly a national matter, countries are 
working together to share experience and lessons. Lower 
fossil fuel subsidies can provide a strong basis for the effective 
functioning of carbon market mechanisms.

18

19

20
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